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I.Choose the correct word from the box and fill in the blanks .                             1x4=4                 

  1. I can ______________ the birds song.  ( hear / here ) 

  2. He is our school _____________________.  ( principal  / principle ) 

  3. Thansen was a famous _________________. ( dancer  / singer ) 

  4. Chintha chettu is a tamarind ______________. ( tree  / leaf  ) 

II. Write the rhyming words .                                                                                     1x2=2              

   1.    2. 

                          2.   

III. Write the one word answer in the boxes .                                                        1x3=3                                                                       

  1.Where the place food cooked -   

  2. Where the place children study - 

  3.Where the place aeroplanes take off and land - 

 IV. Answer the following questions in word or sentences .                                1x5=5              

   1.Can you write two things  that are made of wood. 

     ________________________________________________________________ 

  2. Who came to Akbar’s court ? 

     ________________________________________________________________ 

  3. Which part of the plant should be watered ? 

     ________________________________________________________________ 

  4.What did the library door say ? 

    ________________________________________________________________           
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5. Where did the naughty boy go ? 

    ________________________________________________________________ 

 V. Write the opposite word .                                                                                     1x2=2              
                  1.       2.                                  
 
VI. Build a  word .                                                                                                          1x2=2              
         
 
 
 
VII. Choose the correct describing words from the box and fill in the blanks. 1x6=6             
           

 
     It was a___________night. A __________________girl sat up in bed listening to  

   her mother tell a _______________ story. Her ____________ eyes opened wide 

   and she gave a  ___________ smile. “ Now go to sleep,paro,” her mother closed  

   the book. “ ___________ dreams.” 

VIII. Place letters  in their right order to form the names of flowers .                1x2=2            
 1.                                                                                   2.                                                                                     
 
 

 
IX. Read the instruction and write in the boxes .                                                    1x4=4 
 

  

 

                    

 

                

 

     

                                     

Night  x  Able  x  

Moon + light Break + fast 

    little ,      fairy ,     sweet ,     blue ,      beautiful ,    dark 

  J M I N E A S      T L O U S 

    Adding  -  ity 

Public  

   Adding  -  ness      Adding  -  ty 

Fluent  

     Adding  -  ly 

Forgive  Cruel  

 


